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Arrays, arrays and more arrays: part 3
(H)Array! The end is almost in sight! By Mike Mee.

Introduction
Welcome to what was going to be the final part 
of the use of arrays in VBA code. 

However due to various issues and a lack 
of time, I am only able to present this quick 
amendment to the previous article.

The amendment
Due to a duff error in the previous article’s 
code, I forgot to define the variables as Public 
so that they could be used outside of the 
LookAtTables() routine in any other modules we 
create for this article.

In my Word Toolbox, there is a separate 
module that is just used to define all the 
variables. These public variables can be used 
between all the other modules.

However, when I copied and pasted them into 
the subroutine for the previous article, I made 
them into local variables (via the Dim command). 
This meant that any new subroutines we add 
will not be able to use them. Oops!

So, before we continue peering into the tables 
of a document, you will need to do this quick fix 
to the previous routine.
1. Cut the Dim commands out of the subroutine 
2. Paste them below the Option Base 1 

command at the top.
3. Rename all of the pasted Dim commands to be 

Public commands instead. 
The result should look like this code below:

Next time
I will be finishing off my coverage on arrays 
with some examples of how to use them with 
list boxes.

If you want to practice using list boxes whilst 
you wait for this article, then be my guest. You 
can always reach me via the ISTC forum if you 
get stuck.

Office 2019
Due to a recent PC fault, and subsequent 
upgrades of hard-drives, I decided to reformat 
the whole boot drive and put a fresh copy of 
Windows 10 on it. I also took the plunge and 
grabbed a copy of Office 2019.

At some point this year, I need to start 
investigating what changes Microsoft have made 
in Word 2019 and tweak my Word Toolbox 
accordingly. This generally means that I will 
have to add extra features and detection 
changes but also deprecate others and so on. 
Not something to look forward to at all. C
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– my toolkit for Word 2007-2018

Option Base 1 ‘ arrays to start at 1

‘ Define variables
Public arrTabs() As String
Public lngTable As Long
Public lngTotTabs As Long
Public strTabAutoFit As String
Public strHRowsR As String
Public strTabUni As String
Public lngRowsCnt As Long
Public lngColsCnt As Long

‘ ** Inspect all Tables in document **
Private Sub LookAtTables()
<Code from the previous article …>
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